
BAGNETIQUE INSTRUCTIONS
(READ FOR BEST RESULTS!!)

ADVISORY/WARNINGS
1) Credit/Debit card data strips should not be placed in physical contact with the magnet. Keep

them in a wallet and they will be safe!
2) The packaging is 100% biodegradable, but the magnet is not – please dispose of it

responsibly!

INSTALL YOUR BAGNETIQUE: STICK-ON METHOD

The glue won't leave residue or harm your bag!  You can remove Bagnetique anytime by just pulling it 
off your bag,

• Stick on method is the best choice for keeping your stuff positioned exactly where your hand
reaches in your bag.

• Stick on method is recommended especially for deep and floppy bags, because it can stay at
the very top of the bag without getting interference from other stuff bouncing inside your bag.

1. Insert BOTH ends of the clip into the slot (just to the bump), making a lever
2. Peel off the paper and PRESS FIRMLY into the position you want in your bag.
3. WAIT AT LEAST 3 HOURS for the glue to properly bond with your bag!  This is very important

– if you start using it too soon, the glue will not have properly bonded with the bag and your
Bagnetique could become unstuck more easily.

4. Use the clip as a lever: to separate your phone from the magnet.  Push back against the clip
with one finger, and forward against the phone with another.  This is very important as it
eliminates the stress on the glue bond when you pull your phone off, and using it will keep your
Bagnetique working longer.

NB: The glue won't last forever.  Use the lever to make the glue hold last longer.  When it is finished, 
replace the glue pad (see below) or switch to the “clip-on” installation.



INSTALL YOUR BAGNETIQUE: CLIP-ON METHOD
• Clip on method is best if you regularly switch bags and want to move your bagnetique to

whichever bag you are using today.
• For the clip to work, it must be forced tightly into the channel, bumpy side only.  Some force is

required.

1. Insert JUST the bumpy end of the clip into the slot.  Push all the way in. If you have trouble
inserting the clip all the way into the channel, the tip of the clip is getting stuck on the
magnets above -- just flatten the very tip of the clip slightly by pressing against the mouth of
the channel, and it will slide in more easily.

2. Hang Bagnetique on an inside pocket of your bag using the clip. (do NOT remove the paper
backing!)

3. To remove your phone one-handed, just slip your fingers behind your phone and push back
against the clip with one and forward against the phone with another.

ATTACH METAL PLATES OR DISCS (to make your stuff magnetic)

Peel off the paper and PRESS FIRMLY to the back of your phone or phone cover.
Wait a few minutes for the glue to activate.

You can also just slide the plate inside or behind your cover, but if the cover is thick it will reduce the 
magnetic attraction.

If you have lots of keys, slide the disc with a hole onto your keychain, and use this to hang your keys. 
Attach smaller discs to your lipstick, earbuds, tissue packs, etc, to hang other stuff on your 
Bagnetique.



INSTALL ANYWHERE

To use in home, car, office, workshop:
Remove the clip and use the glue backing to stick on any smooth surface, for easy access to 
phone, keys, other, anywhere!  Once placed, allow 15-30 minutes for the glue to activate fully.

Car: handsfree on the dash, or kids devices or toys in the backseat
Kitchen: handsfree while you cook, or for knives and implements
Entrance: drop your keys as you enter and never lose them again!
Craft/workbench: hanging tools in easy reach
Bedroom: your phone in reach but far from your head
Sewing table: grabbing pins as you pull them out
Gym/Locker: holding your phone while you change
Bathroom mirror: for makeup brushes and jewelry
And so much more!

REPLACING THE GLUE 
When the glue gives up (it won't last forever!), you can replace the glue pad

1. Peel the existing glue pad off the back of your bagnetique
2. peel the paper off one side of the replacement glue sticker
3. place carefully on the back of the bagnetique and press firmly

now you can install it again with the new glue!

REGENERATING THE GLUE
When moving to a new spot in the house, car, etc, you need to regenerate the glue.
To regenerate the glue, run under very hot water for about 30 seconds.  Pat dry.
When installing in a new position, press firmly, and leave at least 15-30 minutes for the regenerated 
glue to activate.

NB:  Regenerated glue should NOT be reinstalled in your bag...it won't work well, and it could leave 
residue.




